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Beyond Books

Cinema in the Classroom
L e a r n i n g s c i e n c e t h r o u g h film s
A workshop for teachers on ICT based teaching learning designs
An initiative of Bichitra Pathshala &
Vigyan Prasar, an autonomous organisation under Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India

Workshop held at
Kalchini, Distt. Alipurduar, West Bengal on
December 21 & 22, 2017

A summative report

PREPARATORY WORK
Preparatory work for this workshop had begun in the summer months of 2017,
when Mr. Rathnadeep Dey, Director of Ahead Initiatives, had proposed that some of
the Vigyan Prasar workshops be conducted in the blocks instead of district towns.
Bichitra Pathshala readily accepted this proposal because this would be an
opportunity to compare the education scenario in the remote schools with that in
the district towns and in Kolkata. This would also be an opportunity to spread the
Vigyan Prasar films among the students and teachers of rural and semi urban
schools.
For the last six years, Ahead Initiatives has been making education related
interventions in selected blocks of West Bengal. Their aim is to make learning more
joyful, more intimately connected to the child’s everyday experience, more activity
oriented and thus try and reduce the drop out rates. Among other things, Ahead
Initiatives promotes film screenings for children by lending projectors to schools
that do not have the necessary infrastructure. Mr. Rathnadeep Dey informed us
that their intervention has yielded very good results in certain blocks and suggested
to us that we conduct our workshops in Baghmundi block in Purulia district and in
Kalchini block in Alipurduar district. Thus began the preparations for the Kalchini
and Baghmundi workshops.
Two extensive meetings were held in the months of September and October at the
office of Ahead Initiatives, to understand the profile of the students, their learning
and living environment and the infrastructural facilities available in their schools.
The plan for “Cinema in the Classroom” workshop was shared with the education
workers of Ahead Initiatives, to make them aware of the technical requirements for
the workshop. Through mutual consultation it was decided that one day of the
workshop would be devoted entirely to the pedagogy of moving images and the
second day would be devoted to familiarity of the software for creating technology
enabled teaching learning designs. Mr. Dey
reiterated that the teachers should understand
how to effectively use film clippings in the
classroom for best results in terms of taking up
the learning curve of every single student in the
class.
The film “Saving the Wild: Wildlife Rescue and
Rehabilitation” was selected for screening to the
Kalchini children because Kalchini is on the
fringes of a huge expanse of forest reserve and
the children often encounter wildlife on their way
to school. The film was dubbed in Bengali for the
benefit of the students.

Checking out everything the night before the workshop

THE WORKSHOP TEAM
The team of Bichitra Pathshala resource persons who conducted the Kalchini
workshop constituted Subha Das Mollick – a media teacher, filmmaker and the
secretary of Bichitra Pathshala, S. Shankar – an artist, photographer, cartoonist,
designer and a teacher of visual communication at the Heritage School, Suman
Majumder – a life science teacher in C.S.A
Institute, with a special interest in audio visual
TLM and Sayantan Mukherjee – a graduate in
media science and presently a student of Film
Studies in Jadavpur University.
The team was constituted keeping in mind the
conceptual and technical aspects of creating
teaching learning designs using film clippings.
The supporting team of Ahead Initiatives
workers was led by Sumit Sanyal and Manik
Singha. They were assisted by Pawan Bhagat,
Timothy Minj and Rana Bhagat. The Ahead
The Workshop team
Initiatives team efficiently took the
responsibility of organizing the workshop venue and recruiting teachers for the
workshop.

At the entrance of the Buxa Tiger Reserve

THE JOURNEY
th
On the evening of 19 December the team
boarded the bus to Siliguri. The bus reached
Siliguri at 11.30 am the next day, after more
than 17 hours of arduous journey through
crowded hamlets and harvested paddy fields.
The road from Siliguri to Kalchini winded
through the foothills of Himalayas, past
Mahanada Reserve Forest, over the river Teesta
and cut through miles and miles of tea garden.
After a night’s halt at the Panchayat Office in
Hamiltomgunge, the team proceeded to the
workshop venue early next morning.
THE WORKSHOP VENUE
The workshop was held in a round airy wooden
auditorium, very near the Jayanti River, deep
inside the Buxa Tiger Reserve. Inside this
auditorium, tables and chairs were suitably
placed for teachers to work in groups and a
small battery operated projector was set up for
projecting the moving images. The bay
windows had to be covered with carpets to
block the sunlight and increase the visibility of
the projected images. Outside birds sang and
deers peeped through bushes.

The Workshop venue

Nearly 30 teachers and education workers congregated at this venue to participate
in the two day residential workshop “Cinema in the Classroom: Learning Science
through Films”. They travelled distances upto 30 KM to be here on time.
THE WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
The workshop participants were a mix of primary
school teachers, MSK (Madhyamik Shiksha Kendra)
workers and high school teachers. The primary
school teachers taught all subjects where as the
middle school teachers taught social studies, maths
and science. Through Ahead Initiative’s
intervention, most of the teachers were already
initiated into the pedagogy of joyful learning. They
conducted activity based classes in their respective
schools and encouraged peer learning through
group activities. Some of the teachers had taken
initiatives to procure projector for their school and
organized screening classes for the children.

The workshop participants

The teachers belonged to different ethnicities and most of them were comfortable
with Hindi more than with Bengali.
SPECIAL GUESTS AT THE WORKSHOP
Shri Apurba Roy, Panchayat Samiti Education Officer was present as an observer on
both days of the workshop. Shri Rajat Ranjan Ghosh, School Inspector, Kalchini
Block, came in the afternoon of the first day and stayed on for the next day. Shri
Prem Lama, Education Secretary, Kalchini Panchayat Samiti came on the evening of
the first day and stayed on to have dinner with all the participants.

Mr. Rajat Ranjan Ghosh, SI, Kalchini Block (Right)

Mr. Prem Lama and Mr. Apurba Roy

WORKSHOP SESSIONS
Day 1
Introductory session: All the participants were introduced to Bichitra Pathshala
through the Bichitra Pathshala promo. This was followed by a brief discussion on
the present collaboration with Vigyan Prasar. Sayantan Mukherjee projected
photographs of the previous two workshops held in Berhampore and Baghmundi
respectively. The participants got introduced to each other by exchanging photos
after writing their messages at the back of the photos.
The introductory session ended with the usefulness of pictures as teaching aids. The
teachers mentioned that the children enjoy the pictures in their text books, charts
and other visual TLM are also frequently used in the class and the teachers often
draw pictures to drive home a point. It was generally agreed that if pictures are
useful in the teaching learning process, moving images will be more useful.
ICT in schools: Suman Majumder informed the teachers about the Government’s
policy to promote ICT based learning in the schools of Bengal and the grants
allocated to all the schools to actualize this mission. The teachers lamented that
most of the schools have not been beneficiaries of this grant.
This session ended with a small exercise to test whether audio visual inputs are
more effective than purely aural inputs. First, Suman Majumder read out two pages
from Mihir Sengupta’s book on insects. Immediately following this reading, the
teachers were asked to recall information from this passage. One teacher wrote
down what the others recalled. After this, the short film “Ants” was shown and the
same recalling exercise was repeated. It was seen that after the film, the teachers
could recall more than 1.5 times more information than after the reading.
This little exercise left no doubt in the minds of the participants about the power of
the audio visual medium.
Shri Apurba Roy pointed out that apart from triggering two sense organs, the audio
visual medium is also a very good medium of telling stories. So whatever the
students watch, they tend to share with their friends as stories. This process
generates deep learning among students.
Screening session with children: The pedagogy of the audio visual medium was
demonstrated in the next session when Subha Das
Mollick conducted an interactive screening session

Students working in groups after the screening

with 20 students of Rajabhatkhaoa Junior High School. She began the interaction by
asking them about the pet animals in their homes. Three children volunteered to
come up and speak about their pets. SDM asked, “Human beings keep animals as
pets. Do animals keep human beings as pets?” One of the boys immediately said,
“Yes, Mowgli was a pet of the animals of the jungle”. SDM played a small clipping of
Jungle Book where Mowgli danced with Bhaloo to the tune of Bare Necessities.
This was followed by a brief discussion on animals in the jungle and animals kept as
pets. SDM posed a question, “What happens when animals in the jungle get sick or
get injured?” She said that the film that they would now watch was about caring for
the wild animals. Kazirangha Forest was the home of these animals. Before playing
the film, SDM introduced the young viewers to Kazirangha Forest through a PPT.
The students watched the film “Rescuing the Wild: Wildlife Rescue and
Rehabilitation” with rapt attention. They were not detracted by the less than
satisfactory quality of projection. After the screening there was a brief discussion
on what they saw and what they noticed in the film. They were asked why the
animals were taken back to the wild after they recovered. Since all the children had
had an encounter with elephants, as a finale to the screening session, the Elephant
March song of Jungle Book was screened to the great delight of the children.
After this, the children were divided into four groups and each group was asked to
visually depict their relationship with their pets. After working intensely for about
half an hour, the children submitted their drawings and went for lunch.

Students enjoy a hearty meal after the screening

A musical interlude just after lunch

Pedagogy of Moving Images: After lunch SDM discussed with the teachers how to
conduct a class effectively using film clippings and how to design a lesson plan
around a film clipping. She also had a discussion on the various sources of moving
images, including popular films and Whatsapp
videos. She played a Whatsapp video of a tiger and a
monkey and a lesson plan designed by Bichitra
Pathshala using a clipping of Swades.
Mastering the necessary techniques: S. Shankar
showed how to make clippings of films and also take
snapshots of film frames using VLC Media player.
The teachers then filled the feedback form at the end
of the day and were divided into six groups for the
next day’s group activity.
Teachers work in groups to create teaching learning designs

At the end of the day Manik Singha played a short video on Ahead Initiative’s
activities in Kalchini Block and engaged the teachers and other stake holders into a
long discussion on the various actvities that they had initiated. Mr. Prem Lama came
at almost 7.30 PM. His journey had been delayed by a herd of elephants.
Mr. Dipak Bhowmik sang a number of songs till almost midnight and Mr. Apurba Roy
accompanied him on the tabla.
DAY 2
Lesson plan design through a storyboard: S. Shankar explained the meaning of
storyboard and discussed its usefulness in designing a lesson plan. He also
demonstrated various features of a PPT.
He also took an intensive session with the teachers of Jayanti High School who came
on the second day on invitation from the SI Mr. Rajat Ranjan Ghosh.
Group work: Each of the six groups was given a laptop with a film loaded in it. They
got two hours to view the film, make clippings of appropriate portions and design a
lesson plan using PPT. The films that they worked on are:
¡ The Song of Padma
¡ Soojh Boojh se Sangshodhan
¡ Jal
¡ Ghar Le Chal
¡ Korba: A city in Peril
¡ Mere Angan Ki Pakshi
After two hours of intensive discussion and
repeated viewing, the groups came up with
reasonably good lesson designs.
Finale: As a grand finale, the certificates were
awarded by Shri Apurba Roy to all the participants.

Teachers work in groups to create teaching learning designs

FEEDBACK
All the participants filled two feedback forms – one at the end of each day. Here are
some highlights:
¡ Among the first day’s sessions, most of the teachers liked best the
screening session with children. Many of them also liked the session
“Use of ICT in the classroom”. In both these sessions, the power of the
visual image came out very clearly.
¡ Most teachers have written that such workshops should be held at least
once a year, if not once in 6 months.

¡ Some of the major take aways at the end of the first day were learning to
make video clippings, the usefulness of group work and peer learning
and joyful learning through film clips
¡ At the end of two days the teachers learnt to make good PPTs and
realized the importance of video in education
¡ More time should have been devoted to the group activity
¡ A hands on story boarding exercise should have been included
¡ Duration of a workshop like this should be 3 days

In the feedback form all the teachers have made
plans for the implementation of their new found
skill in their respective classes. It was suggested that
Bichitra Pathshala team will come back in February
to video record some of the sessions of teachers
using the pedagogy of moving images in their
respective classes.

Learning new skills for implementing in class

In conclusion: The workshop in Kalchini Block was a
unique and richly rewarding experience for Bichitra
Pathshala. As the team headed back home and the
slender moon rose above the forest, they they
earnestly hoped that they left behind something
substantial for the teachers to ponder over and
engage with. With the right support from Ahead
Initiatives, at least some of the plans penned by the
teachers in their feedback forms will come to
fruition. The journey must continue.

The return journey
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